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Coins of SPAIN 1901-2014 (08/2014) from a serie "Coins of Europe Catalog 1901-2014" finally in .pdf for the Tablets! (English eversion) Coins till August 2014 with some results from even July 2014 auctions!! NEW!! Coin prices that in the last 12 months went
down are marked ? (down) Updated prices every few months. Pictures of every coin, description, weight, size, metal composition
and fair market value of coins based on average or lowest prices from recent auctions. Prices in Euro. You can also download
from my website FREE of charge smaller chapters (e.g. Albania, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Iceland, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania,
Liechtenstein,Luxemburg, Macedonia, Malta, Moldawia, Monaco, Montenegro, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia...) from newest -"Coins
of Europe, Catalog 1901-2014" (Prepared for the Tablets, Laptops or Smartphones). Please check also my other e-catalogs.
Clients who buy e-catalogs will also receive updates (2-3 times a year)!! Please provide e-mail for that. Thank you! Tomasz
Kosinski numiKOs
A new edition of this classic illustrated survey on the life and work of Spanish surrealist Joan Miró by historian and close friend
Roland Penrose.
2011 Updated Reprint. Updated Annually. Global Mining and Mineral Industry Government Agencies Directory
Stephen Haliczer has mined rich documentary sources to produce the most comprehensive and enlightening picture yet of the
Inquisition in Spain. The kingdom of Valencia occupies a uniquely important place in the history of the Spanish Inquisition because
of its large Muslim and Jewish populations and because it was a Catalan kingdom, more or less "occupied" by the despised
Castilians who introduced the Inquisition. Haliczer underscores the intensely regional nature of the Valencian tribunal. He shows
how the prosecution of religious deviants, the recruitment and professional activity of Inquisitors and officials, and the relations
between the Inquisition and the majority Old Christian population all clearly reflect the place and the society. A great series of
pogroms swept over Spain during the summer of 1391. Jewish communities were attacked and the Jews either massacred or
forced to convert. More than ninety percent of the victims of the Valencian Inquisition a century later were descendants of those
who chose conversion, the conversos. Haliczer argues convincingly against those who see all the conversos as "secret Jews." He
finds, on the contrary, that a wide range of religious beliefs and practices existed among them and that some were even able to
assimilate into Old Christian society by becoming familiares of the Inquisition itself. Nevertheless, it was controversy over the
sincerity of the converted which spawned the first proposals for the establishment of a Spanish national Inquisition. That very
same controversy, persisting in the writings of history, may be resolved by Haliczer's stimulating discoveries. Inquisition and
Society in the Kingdom of Valencia is a major contribution to the lively field of Inquisition studies, combining institutional history of
the tribunal with socioreligious history of the kingdom. The many case histories included in the narrative give both Valencian
society and the Inquisition very human faces. This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates
University of California Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact.
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Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using
print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1990.
Against the Tide, Towards the Kingdom is the story of the Urban Vision community in New Zealand. This book recounts the story
of a group of young Christian adults who over the last fifteen years have relocated to the colorful ends of their city to share life with
those who are struggling, homeless, sick, poor, neglected, or otherwise marginalized. The community has grown over time to
seven neighborhoods where on any given day you may find "Urban Visionites" growing vegetables amidst the concrete, teaching
English to refugees, offering alternative education programs to out of school teenagers, fostering children, doing church with the
homeless, offering friendship to the mentally ill, roasting fair trade coffee, running kids clubs, moms groups, tenant meetings or just
sharing yet another cup of tea with their neighbors. In fact sharing is a good summary of the whole shape of this exciting
movement. They share homes, food, money, vehicles, jobs, prayers, dreams, conversations, fun, tears, pain, hope, healing,
transformation . . . they share the whole of life with each other and with their neighbors. They live the gospel, this good news of
Jesus.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Spain is your indispensable guide to this beautiful part of the world, from its capital city of Madrid to
its Moorish cities of the south. Watch flamenco dancers stamp their heels in Seville, discover the beaches and coves of Ibiza, and
visit the Dalí Theatre-Museum just outside of Barcelona. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Spain. + Detailed itineraries and
"don't-miss" destination highlights at a glance. + Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. + Floor plans and guided
visitor information for major museums. + Guided walking tours, local drink and dining specialties to try, things to do, and places to
eat, drink, and shop by area. + Area maps marked with sights. + Detailed city maps of Barcelona and Madrid include street finder
indexes for easy navigation. + Insights into history and culture to help you understand the stories behind the sights. + Hotel and
restaurant listings highlight DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn
illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Spain truly shows you this country as no
one else can.
Anything is possible in the world of Latin American folklore, where Aunt Misery can trap Death in a pear tree; Amazonian dolphins
lure young girls to their underwater city; and the Feathered Snake brings the first musicians to Earth. One in a series of folklore
reference guides ("...an invaluable resource..."--School Library Journal), this book features summaries and sources of 470 tales
told in Mexico, Central America and South America, a region underrepresented in collections of world folklore. The volume sends
users to the best stories retold in English from the Inca, Maya, and Aztec civilizations, Spanish and Portuguese missionaries and
colonists, African slave cultures, indentured servants from India, and more than 75 indigenous tribes from 21 countries. The tales
are grouped into themed sections with a detailed subject index.
A young Inca girl succeeds where her brothers and others have failed, when her bird friends help her find the special water that
will cure the king's son.
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Sample Text
This is a dictionary of Christian biography and literature from the first to the end of the sixth century A.D., It also contains an account of the
principal sects and heresies. This extensive dictionary contains of over 900 early Christian figures. This volume is designed to render to a
wider circle, alike of clergy and of the laity. It comprises many admirable articles on the great characters of early Church history and literature
Cross-references are inserted, where needed, on the principle adopted in Murray's Illustrated Bible Dictionary, namely, the name of the article
to which a cross-reference is intended is printed in capitals within brackets, but without the brackets when it occurs in the ordinary course of
the text.Cross-references are inserted, where needed, on the principle adopted in Murray's Illustrated Bible Dictionary, namely, the name of
the article to which a cross-reference is intended is printed in capitals within brackets, but without the brackets when it occurs in the ordinary
course of the text.
Provides librarians and teachers with advice, checklists, and resources for arranging both real and virtual visits with authors, illustrators, and
storytellers.
A study of how the United Houma Nation in Louisiana has successfully navigated a changing series of political and social landscapes since
1699.

For Before Lewis and Clark, A. P. Nasatir translated and annotated 239 documents relating to the history of the
exploration of the Missouri River through 1804, when Lewis and Clark began their ascent of the waterway. The value of
this collection is in the range of documents Nasatir included, some of which are unavailable elsewhere. The volume also
includes seven maps; two facsimile illustrations; and an excerpt from the journal of Jean Baptiste Truteau, the Canadianborn explorer whose record of his 1794-95 travels proved valuable to Lewis and Clark. This edition marks the fiftieth
anniversary of the first publication of Nasatir’s landmark document collection. Five fold-out maps omitted from the most
recent paperback edition have been restored for this one-volume edition.
Drawing on studies of kings from Cyrus to Shah Abbas, this volume provides a rich variety of readings on royal authority
and its limitations in medieval societies in both Europe and the Middle East, exemplified especially in the case of
Alexander the Great, God and King, and the persistence of his legend in later eras.
This is a full account of the development of the Portuguese nation, from pre-Roman Lusitania to the republic under
Salazar, ending with the loss of Goa to India in1962. The author's interpretation is mainly political rather than a social or
economic, paying special attention to the events of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Traces the development of the work of the Spanish artist and analyzes the themes of his major paintings
In Culture and Society in Medieval Galicia, twenty-three international authors examine art, religion, literature, and politics to chart
Galicia’s changing place in Iberia, Europe, and the Mediterranean and Atlantic worlds from late antiquity through the thirteenth
century.
Joan Miro (1893-1983) drew his creative inspiration for his paintings, sculptures and ceramics from a great array of sources,
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particularly from natural objects--such as stones, woods, bits of iron, branches, peacock feathers, pebbles or other suggestive
forms--which he would collect on his daily walks and arrange in his studio into a unified inspirational universe. In this beautifully
produced volume, photographs by Jean-Marie del Moral document the magical and enticing world of Miro's studio. Alongside
images of his inspirational objects and intimate arrangements of household things, numerous sculptures, puppets, sketches and
other works by the artist are reproduced, with gorgeous color and black-and-white interior shots and portraits of Miro at work and
attending a theatrical performance for which he designed the costumes.
This valuable reference guide provides suggestions of picture books set in more than 70 countries in each continent of the world,
along with standards-based activities. * Features original booktalk activities and a bibliography of books from around the world that
exceeds 400 titles, spanning over 70 countries * Each section begins with a list of the countries within that continent and provides
basic information about the continent * Provides fun mnemonics to help young students remember countries and continents *
Includes indexes by title, author, and illustrator
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